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cs for the investigation of
membrane proteins in supported lipid bilayers: the
case of synaptobrevin 2 (VAMP2)†
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Nicolai Tidemand Johansen,b Federica Sebastiani, c Giacomo Corucci,de

Giovanna Fragneto,de Marité Cárdenasc and Lise Arleth f

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are commonly used as model systems mimicking biological membranes.

Recently, we reported a new method to produce SLBs with incorporated membrane proteins, which is

based on the application of peptide discs [Luchini et al., Analytical Chemistry, 2020, 92, 1081–1088].

Peptide discs are small discoidal particles composed of a lipid core and an outer belt of self-assembled

18A peptides. SLBs including membrane proteins can be formed by depositing the peptide discs on

a solid support and subsequently removing the peptide by buffer rinsing. Here, we introduce a new

variant of the 18A peptide, named dark peptide (d18A). d18A exhibits UV absorption at 214 nm, whereas

the absorption at 280 nm is negligible. This improves sample preparation as it enables a direct

quantification of the membrane protein concentration in the peptide discs by measuring UV absorption

at 280 nm. We describe the application of the peptide discs prepared with d18A (dark peptide discs) to

produce SLBs with a membrane protein, synaptobrevin 2 (VAMP2). The collected data showed the

successful formation of SLBs with high surface coverage and incorporation of VAMP2 in a single

orientation with the extramembrane domain exposed towards the bulk solvent. Compared to 18A, we

found that d18A was more efficiently removed from the SLB. Our data confirmed the structural

organisation of VAMP2 as including both a-helical and b-sheet secondary structure. We further verified

the orientation of VAMP2 in the SLBs by characterising the binding of VAMP2 with a-synuclein. These

results point at the produced SLBs as relevant membrane models for biophysical studies as well as

nanostructured biomaterials.
1 Introduction

Biological membranes include a large variety of chemical
species, mostly proteins and lipids. Because of their high level
of compositional complexity, the investigation of biological
membranes with biophysical or physico-chemical methods is
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very challenging. Therefore, most of the research in this eld is
based on the application of simpler model systems, mainly
including lipids.1–3 In particular, lipid bilayers, produced in
solution in form of vesicles or deposited in the proximity of
a solid substrate, are among the most used model systems to
mimic some of the fundamental features of biological
membranes.4,5

Recently, our team introduced a method for the preparation
and characterisation of supported lipid bilayers (SLBs)
including membrane proteins.6,7 The method is based on the
application of peptide discs, discoidal lipid particles, which are
stabilised in solution by an outer belt of self-assembled 18A
peptide molecules.8,9 Initially, peptide discs are deposited on
the hydrophilic surface of a solid support, and by rinsing with
fresh buffer solution, the 18A peptide is removed, leaving a SLB.
We showed that the peptide discs can be used to produce SLBs
with variable lipid composition7 and also for incorporating
membrane proteins6 on different kinds of solid surfaces. The
incorporation of membrane proteins in SLBs is achieved by rst
producing peptide discs loaded with the membrane protein of
interest.8 Because of the small size of a peptide disc, i.e. approx.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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10 nm diameter, they can approach the support surface with
different orientations. Typically, the orientation enabling
energetically favourable interactions between the lipid head-
groups and the support surface is selected. Therefore, in case of
amembrane protein with an asymmetric structure, i.e. one large
extramembrane domain, the orientation of the membrane
protein with the extramembrane domain exposed towards the
bulk solvent is spontaneously selected. Subsequent removal of
the peptide leads to the formation of the SLB with oriented
membrane proteins.

Here we introduce a new variant of the 18A peptide, named
dark peptide (d18A), and demonstrate its application to
producing peptide discs with improved performances for the
formation of SLBs and SLBs with incorporated membrane
proteins. The d18A sequence differs from 18A by only two
residues: a tryptophan is replaced by a glutamine and a tyrosine
is replaced by a leucine. These replacements were designed to
minimize the UV absorption of the d18A peptide molecules at
280 nm, leaving the absorption at this wavelength available for
monitoring the concentration of the membrane protein loaded
in the peptide discs. Because of the lack of absorption at
280 nm, we name the peptide discs prepared with the d18A
peptide “dark peptide discs”. The formation of SLBs by d18A
peptide discs as well as the structure of the SLBs were charac-
terised by different surface sensitive techniques; quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D), neutron
reectometry (NR), and attenuated total reectance – Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). The collected data
conrmed the successful formation of SLBs by the dark peptide
discs and suggested an improved peptide removal compared to
18A peptide discs.

The dark peptide discs were also used to produce SLBs with
a membrane protein incorporated. More specically, we inves-
tigated synaptobrevin 2, also known as VAMP2. VAMP2 is
a small membrane protein (approx. 13 kDa) that is highly
abundant in the brain and more specically in the synaptic
vesicles.10 Together with syntaxin-1 and SNAP-25, it forms the
protein complex known as SNARE, which allows the synaptic
vesicle and the neuron plasmamembrane to fuse.11,12 This event
is crucial for neuronal communication.13,14 The structure of
VAMP2 has been studied in different membrane model
systems.15–18 In particular in a recent study investigating only
the transmembrane domain (TMD) of VAMP2, it was shown that
the TMD stabilised in a lipid multilayer could form larger b-
sheet structures.18 Here, we used the dark peptide discs to
produce SLBs with VAMP2. We monitored the formation of the
SLBs with VAMP2 by QCM-D and characterised the orientation
of VAMP2 within the SLBs by NR measurements. Finally, we
validated the formation of b-sheet structures in the case of the
full-length VAMP2 by ATR-FTIR.

In order to further conrm the orientation of VAMP2 in the
SLB with the extramembrane domain exposed towards the bulk
solvent, we tested the binding of a-synuclein (a-syn) to the SLBs
with VAMP2. a-syn is a small soluble protein highly abundant in
the brain and well-known for its role in neurodegenerative
diseases. a-syn has been reported to bind synaptic vesicles and
more specically the extramembrane domain of VAMP2.19,20Our
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
results show that a-syn can bind to SLBs containing VAMP2.
This interaction is favoured by the presence of VAMP2 and
negatively charged lipids in the SLB. Interesting, as for pure
lipid membranes, a-syn binding to VAMP2 appeared to strongly
depend on the ionic strength of the buffer used for the
experiments.

Altogether, we show the preparation of SLBs with oriented
VAMP2 molecules and their application for the structural
investigation of VAMP2 and its binding to a-syn. We introduce
a new variant of the 18A peptide, i.e. d18A, which allows the
general production of SLBs with orientedmembrane proteins to
be used for biophysical experiments as well as for producing
functional biomaterials for drug testing and discovery.

2 Experimental section
2.1 Chemicals

1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) ($99%
purity), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine
(POPS) ($99% purity), were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids,
Inc. (Alabaster, AL) and used without further purication. The
d18A peptide (DQLKAFLDKVAEKLKEAF, acetylated and ami-
dated at the N-terminal and C-terminal respectively, $95%
purity) was purchased from GenScript and used without further
purication. Heavy water (D2O 99.9% purity), chloroform
($99.5% purity), ethanol (98% purity), acetone (98% purity),
methanol (99.8% purity), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2 Protein production

Codon-optimised genes were synthesised and cloned into
a pET28 vector by Twist Bioscience. Proteins were produced in
E. coli and puried by affinity chromatography. Protein
sequences and the details of the production are reported in the
ESI.† The sequences are also shown in SI: briey, VAMP2 was
added a C-terminal His-tag and a-synuclein was added an N-
terminal His-tag and a cleavable tobacco etch virus (TEV) site.
The plasmids were transformed into heat competent E. coli
BL21star(DE3) (ThermoFisher) and plated on selective (kana-
mycin) medium. Starter cultures were prepared by inoculating
a single colony into 10 ml TB medium and grown over night at
37 �C. The next day, a 1 L culture was inoculated to an OD(600
nm) of 0.05 and grown at 37 �C until the OD reached 0.6–0.8.
Further details about the a-synuclein and VAMP2 production
are reported in ESI.†

2.3 Dark peptide disc preparation and SLB formation

The dark peptide discs were prepared according to the same
protocol previously reported for the 18A peptide discs.6,7 To
produce the dark peptide discs loaded with VAMP2, the lm
containing 1 mg d18A and 1 mg lipids was dissolved with 0.5 ml
of puried VAMP2 (20 mM) in 20 mM Tris, 100 mMNaCl, 10 mM
CaCl2, 1.1 mM 12:0 lysoPC, pH¼ 7.5. The rest of the preparation
protocol was identical to the one used for the empty dark
peptide discs. The collected fractions were pooled (2 ml in
total), the absorbance at 280 nm was measured using a Nano-
drop 1000 and the sample was stored at �20 �C until use.
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534 | 4527
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SLBs were prepared in situ in solid/liquid cells designed for
the QCM-D, NR or ATR-FTIR experiments. The dark peptide disc
solution (with or without VAMP2) was injected in the solid/
liquid cell containing a freshly cleaned solid support (SiO2-
coated sensor for QCM-D, monocrystalline silicon for NR and
ATR-FTIR). Aer 2–10 min, 20 ml of fresh buffer solution was
ushed through the solid/liquid cell to remove the d18A peptide
and form the SLB.
2.4 Sample characterisation

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D) was performed with a Q-Sense E4 instrument (Q-
Sense, Biolin Scientic AB, Sweden), using SiO2-coated 5 MHz
quartz sensors. Crystals and O-rings were placed in Hellmanex
2% for 10 min, extensively ushed with ethanol and ultrapure
water, and then dried under a nitrogen ow. Immediately
before use, the crystals were treated with a UV ozone cleaner for
20min. Before data acquisition, the fundamental frequency and
six overtones (3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th) were recorded
and the system was equilibrated in ultrapure water at 25 �C,
until stable baselines were obtained. Aer further equilibration
in buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH ¼ 7.4),
the samples were introduced in the ow cell at 0.1 ml min�1.
During the experiments, real-time shis in the resonance
frequencies (DFn) with respect to the calibration value were
measured, with n indicating the overtone number. Simulta-
neously, the energy dissipation factor (DD) was recorded for all
the overtones. The measured DFn is inversely proportional to
the adsorbed mass on the sensor.

Neutron Reectometry (NR) experiments were performed on
the SURF reectometer at ISIS neutron source, Chilton, (UK)
and on the FIGARO reectometer at the Institut Laue Langevin
(ILL), Grenoble (France). SURF is a horizontal time of ight
reectometer and three incoming angles (q), typically of 0.35�,
0.65� and 1.5�, were used to cover the q-range 0.01 Å�1 < q < 0.2

Å�1, where q ¼ 4p sinðqÞ
l

. FIGARO is also a horizontal time of

ight reectometer and two incoming angles, namely 0.8� and
3.2�, were used to collect data in the q-range 0.003 Å�1 < q < 0.25
Å�1. The reected intensity measured both on SURF and FIG-
ARO was converted to an absolute reectivity scale (R(q)) by
normalisation to the direct beam measured at the same slit
settings. Slits were chosen to vary with the incident angle in
such a way to provide a constant illumination of the sample (30
� 60 mm on SURF and 35 � 65 mm on FIGARO). In the case of
the data collected on FIGARO, the background was measured
on the le and right side of the reectivity signal and subtracted
from the measured reected intensity. At both reectometers,
the neutron beam is focused on a solid/liquid cell containing
the solid support and the sample. Monocrystalline silicon
supports (80 mm � 50 mm � 15 mm) were cleaned with
sequential sonication (�20 min) in chloroform, ethanol,
acetone followed by either 30 min treatment with UV-ozone
lamp or 3 min with Plasma Cleaner. The freshly cleaned
silicon supports were assembled in the solid/liquid cells. 2 ml
dark peptide disc (with or without VAMP2) solution were
4528 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534
introduced in the solid/liquid cells through manual injection
with a syringe. 20 ml of buffer were injected with a HPLC pump
at 1mlmin�1

ow rate. The temperature of the solid/liquid cells
was kept at 25 �C during data collection with a thermalised
water bath. In order to achieve different contrasts between the
samples and the solvents, NR measurements were performed
with three buffers (20 mM Tris, 100 mMNaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH
¼ 7.4) prepared with 100% D2O (named D2O-buffer, r ¼ 6.35 �
10�6 Å�2), 38% D2O 62%H2O (named SMW-buffer, r ¼ 2.07 �
10�6 Å�2) and 100% H2O (named H2O-buffer, r ¼ �0.56 � 10�6

Å�2). Data collected in the different contrasts were simulta-
neously analysed with the same structural model. NR data were
analysed as detailed in ESI.†

Attenuated total reectance-FTIR (ATR-FTIR) Measurements
were performed on a Nicolet Nexus 670/870 (Thermo Fisher
Scientic) with a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. A solid/
liquid cell from Specac attenuated total reectance accessory
was mounted on the instrument. The trapezoidal monocrystalline
silicon support (50 mm � 10 mm � 10 nm) was cleaned with
sonication (�20 min) in ethanol, and subsequently water, fol-
lowed by �30 min treatment with UV-ozone lamp. The freshly
cleaned support was sealed with D2O in the solid/liquid cell and
purged overnight, together with the instrument, from water
vapour and CO2 with a air purge system. The infrared beam is
focused on the short side of the silicon support (10 mm) at a xed
angle such that the radiation entering the support is totally re-
ectedmultiple times at the solid/liquid interface. The evanescent
wave associated with the reected beam has a penetration depth
of �1 mm.21 The adsorbance (IAbs) is reported as a function of the
radiation wavenumber (cm�1). ATR-FTIR spectra were collected at
25 �C in the wavenumber range 3100–1600 cm�1. To enhance the
absorption signal of the hydrogenous lipids and d18A peptide,
both the peptide disc solution and the buffer (20 mM Tris-DCl,
100 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, pH ¼ 7.4 or 0.5 mM Tris-DCl, pH
¼ 7.4) were prepared with D2O. The samples were manually
injected with a syringe in the solid/liquid cell, while a syringe
pump was used to rinse the cell with fresh buffer solution at 1
ml min�1

ow rate. Each of the time-resolved spectrum is the
average of 16 consecutively collected spectra (9.68 seconds total
acquisition time). Spectra collected aer injection of a-syn are the
average of 128 consecutively spectra. A single Gaussian function
or the sum of two Gaussian functions was used to estimate the
position of the absorbance bands in the collected spectra.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Dark peptide discs as precursor of pure lipid SLBs

As reference sample, we prepared POPC loaded peptide discs
using our new d18A (DQLKAFLDKVAEKLKEA). Compared to
18A (DWLKAFYDKVAEKLKEAF), a Trp residue is replaced by
a more polar amino acid, Gln, while a Tyr residue is replaced by
a more hydrophobic residue, Leu. These changes were made
based on a helical wheel representation of 18A (Fig. 1a), which
suggests that the Trp is located at the interface between the
hydrophobic and polar regions of the peptide, whereas the Tyr
is located in the middle of the hydrophobic region. As
mentioned, these changes were made in order to eliminate UV
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Helical wheel representation (calculated with emboss pep wheel available at https://emboss.bioinformatics.nlcgi-binembosspepwheel?
_pref_hide_optional�1) of 18A showing the replacement of residues designed to obtain d18A (a). Size exclusion chromatogram showing UV
absorption at 214 and 280 nm and collected during purification of the dark peptide discs (b). QCM-D data showing the formation of the SLB
by deposition of the dark peptide discs and peptide removal (c). Experimental NR data together with the fitting curves (d). Data and fits are
offset for clarity, as reported in the legend. Scattering length density profiles calculated from NR data analysis (e). Time resolved ATR-FTIR
spectra showing the formation of the SLB by the dark peptide discs (f).
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absorption at 280 nm of the peptide. We note that d18A still
contains two Phe residues, which absorb UV at 280 nm.
However, the extinction coefficient of Phe (200 M�1 cm�1) is
oen negligible, especially, when membrane proteins contain-
ing one or more Trp (5500 M�1 cm�1) residues are incorporated
in the peptide discs.

Fig. 1b shows the SEC purication of the dark peptide discs
formed upon the spontaneous self-assembly of the d18A
peptide with the POPC lipids in an aqueous solution. Notably,
the absorption at 280 nm was low, as expected, whereas the
absorption at 214 nm, used for monitoring peptide bonds, was
signicant. This shows the successful elimination of UV280 nm
absorption as desired. The chromatogram exhibits a well-
dened main peak containing the dark peptide discs, fol-
lowed by a minor peak, likely containing free peptide not
associated with lipids. A 2 ml fraction was collected from the
main peak and used for further experiments. We note that
contrary to the use of 18A, we obtain these two peaks for all
reconstitutions using d18A and lipids, indicating that the two
mutations slightly alter the lipid affinity of the peptide as ex-
pected given the replacement of the lipophilic Trp by the more
polar Gln. However, this does not constitute a major drawback
for d18A since the majority of the peptides participate in the
peptide discs with the fractions clearly resolved from each
other.

QCM-D data were collected to evaluate the formation of SLBs
using the dark peptide discs (Fig. 1c). The fundamental
frequency and higher harmonics of the quartz sensor were
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
measured at the beginning of the experiment and corresponded
to a frequency shi (DF) of zero. Upon injection of the dark
peptide discs, DF rapidly decreased and a parallel increase of
the dissipation (DD) was observed. This suggests that the dark
peptide discs are adsorbed on the sensor surface. Aer approx
7 min, the sensor was rinsed with buffer solution, which
resulted in a small increase of DF and a decrease in DD. This
observation indicates that the d18A peptide molecules are
removed from the sensor surface during the rinsing step, which
could lead to a rearrangement of the initially adsorbed lipid
bilayer patches and the formation of a SLB. The latter is further
conrmed by the stable DF value of �25 Hz aer rinsing, which
is consistent to a POPC SLB formed by, for example, vesicle
fusion.22

Fig. 1d shows the experimental NR data that was collected to
characterise the structure of the SLB. The model used to analyse
the data is based on the representation of the sample structure
as a stack of layers with different composition. More specically
3 layers were used to describe the SLB: (i) the inner lipid
headgroup layer; (ii) the lipid acyl chains; (iii) the outer lipid
headgroup. The inner and outer lipid headgroup layers were
constrained to have the same structural parameters (further
details can be found in ESI†). As also reported by the scattering
length density prole (Fig. 1e), NR conrmed the formation of
a POPC bilayer with structural parameters in agreement with
previously reported results for deposition with 18A and by
vesicle fusion.6,7 From the solvent volume fraction among the
lipid acyl chain, a surface coverage of 90% was estimated, which
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534 | 4529
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is also consistent with previous depositions using 18A (Table 1)
and generally indicating the formation of good quality SLB for
structural characterisation.

The formation of the POPC bilayer was also monitored by
time-resolved ATR-FTIR spectra (Fig. 1f). Spectra were collected
during the injection of the dark peptide discs and a following
wash step with buffer solution. A fewminutes aer starting data
collection, the spectra included ve bands in the wavenumber-
region 3100–2750 cm�1:23,24 (i) the choline CH3 asymmetric
stretching (�3007 cm�1), (ii) the acyl chain CH3 asymmetric
(�2956), (iii) the CH2 asymmetric (2925 cm�1), (iv) the acyl
chain CH3 symmetric �2872 cm�1 and (v) the CH2 symmetric
stretching (2855 cm�1). In the wavenumber-range 1800–
1600 cm�1, two bands were observed: the POPC C]O stretching
at 1733 cm�1 and the amide I band at 1644 cm�1 associated
with C]O stretching in the d18A peptide backbone.24 The
position of the amide I band suggests a mixture of random coil
and a-helical conformations,25 in agreement with previous
results collected for peptide discs produced with the 18A
peptide.7 The amide I band rapidly increased in intensity during
the deposition of the dark peptide discs and decreased to the
baseline value during buffer rinsing. This suggests a rapid
removal of the d18A peptide from the lipids upon rinsing with
buffer. The disappearance of the amide I band further suggests
that the d18A peptide was more effectively removed compared
to the 18A peptide, for which a low signal remained aer buffer
rinsing that indicates the presence of residual 18A molecules in
the SLB.7 This is most likely favoured by the replacement in the
d18A sequence of the tryptophan with a more polar residue, i.e.
glutamine.

QCM-D, NR and ATR-FTIR data were also collected for the
dark peptide discs prepared with a mixture of POPC and POPS
(70:30 mol mol�1) (ESI,† Fig. 1). The obtained results were
similar to those for the pure POPC, which conrms the
compatibility of the dark peptide discs with the production of
SLBs containing anionic phospholipids.

Altogether, Fig. 1 demonstrates that the sequence modi-
cation introduced in the d18A peptide compared to 18A did not
affect the formation of SLB, as conrmed by QCM-D and NR.
However, the ATR-FTIR data showed that compared to the
results previously reported for 18A, d18A can be more efficiently
removed from the lipids during the formation of the SLB.
Table 1 Optimised parameters from NR data analysis: thickness (t), scatt
was in the range of 3–4 Å for the POPC SLB and for the layers describing
was found for the VAMP2 layer. An initial guess for the thickness of the VA
VAMP2 structure16

Parameters

POPC

Headgroups Acyl chains

t [Å] 9 � 1 27 � 3
r � 10�6 [Å�2] 1.87 � 0.03 � 0.30 � 0.01

F 0.45 � 0.04 0.1 � 0.2

4530 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534
3.2 SLBs with oriented VAMP2

To further validate the application of the dark peptide discs to
form complex biological samples, we reconstituted a small
membrane protein, VAMP2, with POPC lipids and the d18A
peptide. VAMP2 consists of a single transmembrane helix
(transmembrane domain, TMD) along with an extramembrane
domain (EMD) of around 90 residues. Aer reconstitution, the
VAMP2 loaded dark peptide discs were puried by SEC, which
yielded a single, almost symmetric peak (Fig. 2a). This time, the
absorption at 280 nm was signicantly higher compared to the
unloaded peptide discs (Fig. 1b) owing to the presence of
VAMP2. This highlights the straight-forward application of the
dark peptide to visualize successful reconstitution of
membrane proteins, and furthermore, it allows for an accurate
determination of membrane protein concentration from UV
absorption measurements. Notably, the chromatographic
elution of the VAMP2 loaded peptide discs only showed a single
main peak, and no free peptide. This is likely due to the pres-
ence of VAMP2 and/or the detergent 12:0 lysoPC used for
purifying VAMP2, which are both capable of interacting with
lipids and peptides. On the SEC, 12:0 lysoPC is diluted well
below its CMC, ensuring that little to none of this detergent is
carried over in the peptide disc fraction. A 2 ml sample was
collected from the main peak, and the concentration of VAMP2
was determined to be 4 mM from a UV280 nm measurement.
This sample was used for further experiments.

As also observed for QCM-D data on pure POPC, the DF
rapidly decreased and the DD increased upon injection of the
dark peptide discs with VAMP2 (Fig. 2b). Such signal variation
indicates the adsorption of the dark peptide discs with VAMP2
on the sensor surface. Upon buffer rinsing, the DF slightly
increased due to the removal of the d18A peptide and subse-
quent rearrangement of the adsorbed lipid and VAMP2 mole-
cules. The nal DF of �32 Hz is considerably smaller than the
�25 Hz observed for pure POPC. This observation suggests the
formation of a layer at the sensor surface heavier than a pure
lipid bilayer, which is expected for a SLB with incorporated
membrane proteins. The dissipation is higher than 1 ppm
which, together with some spreading of overtones, suggests
a more heterogeneous adsorbed layer due to the VAMP2
protrusion outside of the lipid bilayer. NR data was collected on
the SLB with VAMP2 incorporated (Fig. 2c). The model used to
ering length density (r), solvent volume fraction (fs). Surface roughness
the lipids in the SLB with VAMP2. A larger surface roughness of 5–6 Å

MP2 extramembrane domain was estimated from a previously reported

POPC/VAMP2

Headgroups
Acyl chains +
VAMP2 TMD VAMP2 EMD

7 � 3 29 � 2 30 � 5
1.9 � 0.1 � 0.25 � 0.02 3.06 (D2O buffer)

2.28 (SMW buffer)
1.81 (H2O buffer)

0.41 � 0.05 0.03 � 0.02 0.94 � 0.03

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Size exclusion chromatogram of the purification of the dark peptide discs loaded with VAMP2 (a). The magenta curve refers to the UV
absorption at 214 nm, whereas the black curve refers to the UV absorption at 280 nm. QCM-D data showing the formation of the SLB with
incorporated VAMP2 molecules (b). NR experimental data together with the fitting curves (c). Data and fits are offset for clarity. Scattering length
density profiles calculated from NR data analysis (d).
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analyse the data was similar to the one used for the pure lipid
SLB with the addition of an outer layer representing the extra-
membrane domain of VAMP2. More specically, we used 4
layers: (i) lipid headgroup layer partially incorporating VAMP2;
(ii) lipid acyl chains including VAMP2 transmembrane domain
(TMD); (iii) outer lipid headgroups partially incorporating
VAMP2 and (iv) VAMP2 extramembrane domain (EMD). The
VAMP2 volume fraction in layer (iii) and (iv) were constrained to
reect the same number of protein molecules (further details
are reported in ESI†). The parameters obtained from optimi-
sation of the model to the experimental data are reported in
Table 1. The overall surface coverage of the SLB with VAMP2
resulted to be 97%. Unfortunately, the volume fraction of the
VAMP2 extramembrane domain was too low (<10% v/v) for
a reliable determination of the location of this protein domain
with respect to the membrane surface. Nevertheless, the pres-
ence of VAMP2 molecules in the bilayer was detected by
comparing the scattering length density value associated to the
acyl chain region in the samples prepared with and without
VAMP2 (Table 1). The value obtained for the POPC/VAMP2 SLB
is consistent with a protein/lipid ratio of about 170 lipids per
VAMP2 molecule. NR also provided indirect information on the
overall orientation of the VAMP2 molecules. Indeed, if all or
some of the VAMP2 molecules were oriented with the extra-
membrane domain towards the support surface, a low-density
layer of protein would be expected between the bilayer and
the support surface. By estimating a thickness of at least 10 Å,
which would correspond to the extramembrane domain of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
VAMP2 partially penetrating the lipid headgroups, the presence
of this protein layer between the support surface and the lipid
bilayer would produce a considerably different data trend than
the one observed (see ESI†). Therefore, even if NR cannot
directly detect the extramembrane domain of VAMP2, the
collected data can still suggests that the VAMP2 molecules
incorporated in the bilayer do not expose such domain towards
the solid substrate, and that this latter is instead exposed
towards the bulk solvent as depicted in Fig. 2d.

To further investigate VAMP2 in the POPC bilayer, ATR-FTIR
data was collected during the formation of the SLB (Fig. 3a).
Similar results were collected in case of the POPC/POPS mixture
(Fig. 3b and ESI†). Also in case of VAMP2-loaded dark peptide
discs, the absorption was a fast process, and already aer a few
tens of seconds, the characteristic signals of the lipids and the
proteins clearly appeared in the spectra. Compared to the data
reported in Fig. 1e, the amide I band is much more intense,
which strongly indicates the presence of VAMP2 among the
deposited lipids and d18A peptide. The amide I band intensity
decreased during buffer rinsing, but importantly, instead of
going back the baseline value, it remained the most intense
signal in the spectra. Such observation suggests that the buffer
rinsing process probably removed the d18A molecules from the
support surface, while leaving VAMP2 in the bilayer. The posi-
tion of the bands previously ascribed to the lipid molecules is
comparable to Fig. 1e.

A closer look at the amide I band shows an apparent asym-
metric shape of this peak (Fig. 3c and d). The amide I band was
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534 | 4531



Fig. 3 Time-resolved ATR-FTIR data collected during the formation of the SLB with VAMP2 (a). Comparison between the final spectra collected
for VAMP2 in POPC and POPC/POPS (b). Analysis of the amide I band for VAMP2 in POPC (c) and VAMP2 in POPC/POPS (d).
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analysed as described in the Materials and Method section and
previously reported.26 As a result, the band was deconvoluted
into two bands centered at 1652 cm�1 and 1632 cm�1 (Fig. 3c),
which suggests the presence of both a-helical and b-sheet
secondary structures.24 Previous studies on the TMD of proteins
belonging to the VAMP family have suggested the presence of
these two secondary structure motifs.18,27,28 The TMD of VAMP2
is expected to be a single-pass a-helix, as indicated by the
structural model of VAMP2 stabilised in micelles.16 However,
lateral diffusion in the SLB can bring VAMP2 molecules close
together and favour the formation of the b-sheet structure
involving TMDs belonging to different VAMP2 molecules. We
hypothesise that such lateral diffusion could take place in the
SLB therefore leading to the formation of the b-sheet structure
indicated by the collected ATR-FTIR data. Such a phenomenon
would not be observed in micelles, where only one VAMP2 is
incorporated in each particle, but it is of high biological rele-
vance given the relatively high concentration of VAMP2 in the
synaptic vesicles.10 The amount of b-sheet structure versus a-
helix has also been reported to depend on the protein-lipid ratio
and the presence of PS lipids.18 In agreement with these results,
we observed that the contribution of the b-sheet structure is
larger in the case of VAMP2 in the POPC/POPS (45% � 3%)
compared to pure POPC (30% � 2%).

3.3 Interaction with a-synuclein

Controlled membrane protein orientation is one of the major
advantages of peptide disc mediated SLB formation.6 For
4532 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4526–4534
VAMP2, the bulky extramembrane domain contains the SNARE
motif, which is available for interaction with proteins in the
bulk solvent. In order to further conrm this orientation of
VAMP2 in our SLBs, we tested the binding of a-synuclein (a-syn)
to the SLBs with VAMP2. Indeed, a-synuclein has been reported
to bind the extramembrane domain of VAMP2,19,20 and there-
fore promote the fusion between synaptic vesicles and the
neuron membrane together with the SNARE complex.20,29 a-
synuclein has also been found to bind negatively charged
membranes, e.g. phosphatidylserine lipids, but to a less extent
to neutral membranes, such as those composed of phosphaty-
dilcholine lipids.30,31

A preliminary characterisation was carried out with QCM-D.
The collected data showed that in the presence of 100mMNaCl,
no a-syn binding to any of the investigated bilayers (both pure
lipids and with VAMP2) could be detected (SI). Such observation
agrees with previous studies on a-syn binding to lipid
membranes, where buffer solutions without additional salt
were typically used for biophysical and physico-chemical
experiments.31–34 Thus, unlike our other experiments reported
here, we used a very dilute buffer without salt (i.e. 0.5 mM Tris,
pH ¼ 7.5) to study a-syn binding. QCM-D data were collected
also in the case of this buffer without additional salt (ESI†). As
a result the frequency shi change upon injection of a-syn was
very small and the characteristic signal of the SLB with VAMP2
was restored aer rinsing with fresh buffer solution. On the
other hand, as discussed below, ATR-FTIR resulted to be more
sensitive to a-syn binding to the SLBs, and therefore
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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represented a more suited experimental method to investigate
the interaction between a-syn and VAMP2.

ATR-FTIR data were collected to evaluate the binding of a-syn
to both pure SLBs (i.e. POPC and POPC/POPS) and SLBs with
VAMP2 inserted (i.e. PC/VAMP2 and PCPS/VAMP2). Data were
collected before and aer injection of the a-syn solution (10 mM)
and aer buffer rinsing. We observed that rinsing with the buffer
removed some of the initially adsorbed a-syn molecules while
leaving a detectable fraction still attached to the bilayer (ESI†).

Fig. 4a shows a comparison of the amide I bands collected
for all the investigated samples aer subtraction of the signal
before the addition of a-syn. For the POPC SLB, we observed
only a weak amide I band, whereas for the POPC/POPS SLB, the
amide I band substantially increased, suggesting a higher
affinity of a-syn for the negatively charged membrane, as ex-
pected. Incorporation of VAMP2 in the POPC SLB also promoted
the binding of a-syn, as indicated again by the increased
intensity of the amide I band compared to pure POPC. This
observation suggests that the VAMP2 extramembrane domain
was exposed on the bilayer surface and available for interacting
with a-syn. The largest adsorption of a-syn was observed in case
of the POPC/POPS SLB with VAMP2, which is likely the result of
synergy between the negatively charged lipids, i.e. PS, and
VAMP2 in the bilayer.

Interestingly, we observed that even in the case of the SLB
with VAMP2, the binding of a-syn was extremely sensitive the
ionic strength of the buffer. Fig. 4b shows the spectra collected
for the POPC/POPS SLB with VAMP2 before and aer the
addition of a-syn and aer rinsing with the buffer containing
salt (i.e. 20 mM Tris, 100 mMNaCl, pH¼ 7.5). Upon injection of
this buffer, we observed a decrease in the amide I band inten-
sity, which ultimately became almost identical to the one in the
spectrum collected before the injection of a-syn. Therefore,
rinsing with the buffer with salt, promoted the complete release
of a-syn from the bilayers. This further supports the choice of
the buffer with low salt concentration for the characterisation of
the a-syn membrane binding.
Fig. 4 Amide I band corresponding to the a-syn contribution to the
ATR-FTIR spectra collected for the different samples, as reported in
the legend (a). Comparison of the ATR-FTIR spectra collected for
POPC/POPS/VAMP2 before and after the addition of a-syn and after
rinsing with the buffer with salt, i.e. 20mM Tris, 100mMNaCl, pH¼ 7.5
(b). The curve corresponding to the POPC/POPS/VAMP2 (light blue)
and the curve for the POPC/POPS/VAMP2 after the addition of a-syn
and upon rising with the buffer with salt (orange) are difficult to
distinguish as they exhibit a very similar profile.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
4 Conclusions

Incorporation of membrane proteins with controlled orienta-
tion in supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) is an important aspect for
the production of biologically relevant membrane model
systems. Here, we showed the application of a modied 18A
peptide, d18A, for the production of peptide discs, named dark
peptide discs, with improved optical properties and more effi-
cient peptide dissociation from the lipids.

The d18A sequence differs from 18A as the Trp and Tyr
residues are replaced by Gln and Leu, respectively, in order to
minimise the light absorption at 280 nm. From time-resolved
ATR-FTIR spectra, we discovered that removal of the d18A
peptide during SLB formation was more efficient than for the
18A peptide. While not intentional, this is an additional
advantage of having replaced an aromatic residue with a more
polar one, which is expected to improve the solubility of the
d18A peptide in water. In addition, we demonstrated by QCM-D
and NR that the dark peptide discs can be used as precursors of
SLBs with different phospholipid composition and also with
a membrane protein incorporated, i.e. VAMP2.

Despite the small size of VAMP2 (13 kDa), we were successful
in incorporating this membrane protein with a single orienta-
tion in the SLB composed of either POPC or POPC/POPS. These
SLBs with VAMP2 were used to investigate the structural orga-
nisation of VAMP2. We found the VAMP2 molecules in the SLBs
to exhibit both a-helical and b-sheet secondary structure.
Similar structural motifs have previously been suggested from
data collected on only the transmembrane domain of
VAMP2.18,27,28 Here, we conrm these results in a single bilayer
and with full-length VAMP2.

By measuring the binding of a-syn to pure lipid SLBs and
SLBs with VAMP2, we further conrmed the orientation of
VAMP2 in the SLBs with its extramembrane domain exposed
towards the bulk solvent. Furthermore, our results support
previous studies that found the C-terminal domain of a-syn can
bind the extramembrane domain of VAMP2.19,29 Indeed, a larger
a-syn adsorption was detected on the SLBs with VAMP2
compared to the pure lipid SLBs.

Altogether, the dark peptide disc is a promising new tool for
generating complex biological samples. While we have shown
its application for generating SLBs compatible with a range of
surface sensitive techniques, it is likely well-suited for a wide
range of other biophysical techniques as well. In particular, the
removal of the aromatic residues Trp and Tyr allows for
uorescence-based techniques to study membrane proteins
containing those residues.
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